Supervisors vote in support of Confederate statue removal
Board also endorses, calls for name change for NFL team

CORONAVIRUS —
THE LATEST

□ Loudoun County’s confirmed COVID-19 cases stood at 4,319 on Thursday morning, an increase in 256 from a week earlier.
□ The local death toll was 99 on Thursday, a jump in 10 deaths from July 2. Five new deaths were reported Wednesday, and another one reported Thursday.
□ All but three of the deaths were residents 60 years old or older, and 71 of them were 80 years old or older.
□ The seven-day average of percent positivity in local testing fell to 7.7 percent as of July 5, the last day for which data was available. Loudoun County had reported more than 42,000 testing encounters.

TWO BECOME ONE
Health woes, global pandemic no match for a young couple in love
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Sarah Mozeyko and Kevyn Balladares smile alongside Balladres’ dog, Shady.